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PHASEMASTER®
ROTARY PHASE CONVERTER
FOR BROADCAST TRANSMITTER SERVICE

The World Leader in Single to Three-Phase Electric Power Conversion
Converters offer the most economical way to
operate your three-phase transmitter from
a single-phase supply
The Phasemaster Rotary Converter is specially engineered
for use with all makes and designs of radio and television
broadcast transmitters. It produces 3-phase power from
any single-phase line wherever utility three-phase is
unavailable or cost prohibitive. It is low in initial cost and
high in performance and efficiency.
Phasemaster boasts an operating experience record of
more than forty years and is successfully operating more
than 1,500 radio and television stations throughout North
and South America and the Pacific Rim.
Phasemaster converters have been approved by the major
transmitter manufacturers and are recommended
extensively by consultants and utility companies.
Further, Kay Industries maintains extensive compatibility
application and test data on most makes of commercial
transmitters.

Phasemaster Expands Siting Options
and saves money
The Phasemaster Rotary Converter solves a very common
problem. An otherwise near perfect transmitter site turns
out to be unsuitable because the utility does not have a
nearby 3-phase line and it cost too much to extend one.
The solution is a Phasemaster converter. It’s low installed
cost makes it the most economical alternative when
compared to costly single-phase transmitters, or high
maintenance diesel engine generators.
Documented savings of $100,000 by using a Phasemaster
converter are not uncommon. In certain cases, a converter
may even reduce power bills by eliminating the demand
charges which are very common on three-phase services
but much less prevalent on single-phase service.

Performance
The Phasemaster converter produces a true three-phase
output with each phase shifted by 120 degrees just like the
utility line. In addition it provides may other performance
benefits:







Immediate power availability - A phase converter can
be connected in a few hours compared to weeks or
months for utility service extensions.
Low maintenance troubl e-free operation
Phasemaster converters requires very little attention.
It can operate 24 hours a day for years at a time.
High efficiency design - the Kay Industries’ patented
construction minimizes noise and vibration and keeps
losses to less than 5% of total system load. The
output voltage is regulated to keep AM noise to a
minimum
Reduced outages from line noise - The converter’s
stored energy buffers the line and rides through short
term disturbances.
Integral lightning and surge protection guards against
switching and other line transients.

Choose a transmitter site without worrying about 3-phase power availability. Phasemaster converters have helped
thousands of broadcasters operate from single phase lines and saved them millions in three -phase installation
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Superior Construction

Selection and Ordering Information

Phasemaster converters are built with high quality components to meticulous manufacturing standards consistent with
the requirements of its CSA/NRTL listing. It contains no
brushes, commutators, slip rings or other maintenance prone
components. The large terminal compartment facilitates fast
and easy installation.

The following data is essential to selecting the correct
converter for your application:
 Transmitter type, AM FM or TV
 Manufacturer’s model number and KW power rating

Accessories and Options
A broad range of optional accessories are also offered to
make Phasemaster fit with any station design. Automatic
controls allow remote shutdown and easy coordination with
transfer switches to back-up power supplies. Load range
controls enable the converter output to be adjusted for
variable loads.




Operating Voltage
Type and size of incoming utility service




Transmitter input power consumption in KW at full
load or 100% modulation
Operating load variations




Other three-phase loads
Size of utility service (Amps)
What Our Customers
Are saying…
“The Phasemaster certainly got
us out of a real bind in that
three-phase power was over a
mile away. The cost to get it
here was outrageous.
The
Ph a sema ster so lv e d o u r
problems and works for us 24
hours a day 7 days a week. I
can recommend Phasemaster to
anyone.”
- VP/GM, Texas AM-FM Station
“We have used a Phasemaster
Model T-7500 with our 10KW
Continental Transmitter at our
mountain top site for over one
year now.
It has been in
continuous duty since we signed
on, providing uninterrupted
service.”
- President.GM, California FM
Station
“...this year we began operation
from a new transmitter location
on top of Greenbrier Mountain
(elevation 3,000ft.). This move
was made possible because of
the availability of Phasemaster
converters … The cost of
constructing a three phase
power line to accomplish the
same end would have been in
excess of $25,000.00”
- VP/GM West Virginia AM
Station
“ I am happy to report that both
the Phasemaster and transmitter
have operated flawlessly …
running 24 hours a day, seven
days a week”
- Chief Engineer, College
Television Station

WARRANTY - Kay Industries, Inc. (the manufacturer) guarantees all products of our manufacture against faulty material or workmanship for a period of five years from date of installation or 61 months
from date of shipment from factory, whichever period first expires. In addition Kay Industries will replace all defective bea rings regardless of cause for the life of the converter. Any part that you return
to us within this warranty period showing unmistakable defect in material or workmanship will be renewed or replaced at our o ption F.O.B. factory without charge. The final decision that an original
defect existed shall rest with the manufacturer. The liability of is limited to the renewal or replacement of the defective part. In no case will Kay Industries be liable for damage or loss incurred because of
interruption of service or for consequential damages, transportation, labor or expense required to repair or replace defectiv e parts or units. Kay Industries will not be responsible if its products have been
improperly installed in any way. This warranty shall not apply to any of the manufacturer’s products that must be replaced be cause of normal wear, that have been subjected to misapplication, misuse,
neglect, accident or that have been repaired or altered outside of the manufacturer’s factory unless expressly authorized by the manufacturer.
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